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Q1. What are the main factors affecting the evolution of the ATM 
system?
Q2. For each stakeholder, which other factors will greatly affect its 
performance/behaviour?
Q3. Which factors have a significant role in system evolution and also 
high uncertainty regarding their future realisation?
Q4. Which individual factor would you select to know its effect in the 
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ID Factor
BTS5 4D Trajectory Management
BTS9 Traffic Synchronisation
BTO4 Passenger reaccommodation tools
BEO1 Fuel prices
BEO2 Airspace charges
BEO3 Airline business models
BEO4 Smart, integrated ticketing
ID Factor
ROR1 Passenger provision schemes
ROR3 Emission schemes
ROR4 Noise pollution
RAD1 Airport slots
RAD2 Regional airport development
RAA1 Airport access
ROR9 Operation of air services
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ID Factor
BTS5 4D Trajectory Management
BTS9 Traffic Synchronisation
BTO4 Passenger reaccommodation tools
BEO1 Fuel prices
BEO2 Airspace charges
BEO3 Airline business models (output)
BEO4 Smart, integrated ticketing
ID Factor
ROR1 Passenger provision schemes
ROR3 Emission schemes
ROR4 Noise pollution (implicit)
RAD1 Airport slots
RAD2 Regional airport development
RAA1 Airport access
ROR9 Operation of air services
Foreground group
EM: Environmental mitigation policies PF: Passenger focus
RI: Regional infrastructures SES: Single European Sky
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Period Name Description
Current Current Default
2035 L35: Low economic
Low Techno
Economic growth is slow in Europe 
Technological and operational changes are not supported.
M35: High economic 
Low Techno
Economic growth is high in Europe 
Technological and operational changes are not supported.
H35: High economic 
High Techno
Economic growth is high in Europe
Technological and operational changes are supported.
2050 L50: Low economic 
Low Techno
Idem L35
M50: High economic 
Low Techno
Idem M35
H50: High economic 
High Techno
Idem H35
